Let us pair you with a UW student who can facilitate a CS lesson, discuss what CS is and why it is important, or help support your hour of code. Visits can be made in-person or virtually!

Thanks to generous Engineering Initiative funding, we can bring Sphero RVR, Sphero Bolts, Sphero Indi, Sphero LittleBits, or Ozobots to help your young computer scientists learn more about coding!

Partner with UW
Let us pair you with a UW student who can facilitate a CS lesson, discuss what CS is and why it is important, or help support your hour of code. Visits can be made in-person or virtually!

Contact us to set up your partnership
Cindy Jones, Ph.D | Assistant Dean for Student Success
(307) 766-6433 | cynthia.jones@uwyo.edu

To sign up, visit bit.ly/cosiweek

Computer Science Education Week is an annual program dedicated to inspiring K-12 students to take an interest in this progressive field!

December 6-12, 2024

To sign up, visit bit.ly/cosiweek